Retrieval of a Stuck Coronary Stent with a Micro Snare: A Modified Employment of a Familiar Device

Sıkışmış Koroner Stentin Mikro Snare ile Çıkarılması: Tanıdık bir Aletin Farklı Kullanımı

Abstract
Considering percutaneous coronary interventions, there are various complications. STent stuck inside the coronary artery is a rare but deadly condition. The stent is often unopened so it behaves like a foreign body. Urgent withdrawal of the material is crucial to prevent further complications like acute coronary syndrome, progression to open cardiac surgery and finally death. There are some methods and devices for this purpose. In this case, modified employment of a micro snare for the retrieval of an unopened stuck coronary stent is presented.
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Introduction
As a coronary stent, slipping away prematurely over its balloon and sticking in an inappropriate location of the lesion, is a rare but life threading condition [1,2]. An interventional cardiologist should be familiar with the complication of unwanted site of early stent deployment behaving like an intracoronary foreign body, and be experienced on the alternative possible treatments. Despite the presence of a guideline referring this complication, there may be more other different techniques [3]. In this case, withdrawal of a stuck stent in the circumflex coronary artery with a 0.014 inch guide wire accompanied Loop Snare (LS) is presented. According to the previous literature regarding the withdrawal of the stuck stents, this technique is the first ever mentioned.

Case Report
A 45-year-old male patient suffering typical angina pectoris, left arm pain and cold sweating was admitted to the emergency department. Blood pressure and pulse rate was 97/72 mmHg and 75/min respectively. The Electrocardiogram (ECG) on admission, showing sinus rhythm with ST segment elevation in the derivations of D1, D2, D3 and V5, V6. Biochemical tests revealed that blood Troponin I (>25 ng/mL, Normal: <0.3ng/mL), CK-MB (92.8 U/L, Normal range: 0-24 U/L), and CK (1407 IU, Normal range: 0-170 IU) levels were increased.

Depending on a strong clinical, electrocardiographic and biochemical evidence of an Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI), it was decided to perform a Coronary Angiography (CAG) first and subsequent primary Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) if then needed. Antiplatelet agents as Acetyl Salicylic Acid (300 mg), Clopidogrel (600 mg) and Heparin (80U/kg IV bolus ) were given prior to CAG as a premedication. The CAG revealed one vessel disease with 100% occlusion in proximal Circumflex Artery (CxA) prior to the first obtuse marginal branch. There were no existing critical lesion in the Left Anterior Descending (LAD) and Right Coronary Artery (RCA) (Fig 1A). After setting the diagnosis of Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) depending on CAG, it was decided to perform PCI to the occluded arterial segment.

A Guiding catheter (7F) was settled to the Left Main Coronary Artery (LMCA) ostium and a 0.0014 inch floppy guide wire was advanced to the CxA through the totally occluded, thrombotic and the tight lesion (Fig 1A). During the progression of the guide wire through the lesion, TIMI (Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction) grade 2 distal coronary arterial flow was achieved. A dimensionally appropriate (2.5 mm x 26 mm), Sirolimus-eluting stent (Orsiro, hybrid drug eluting stent, Biotronik AG, Switzerland) was advanced but failed to cross the proximal CxA and stuck in the tight lesion. While withdrawing the stent carrying system back into the guiding catheter, the stent wiggled out over the carrying balloon and remained unopened in the lesion lodge (Fig 1B).

The stuck stent was intended to be removed using an LS. As removal of the stuck stent with LS in the absence of a guide wire was considered to be difficult, a 0.014 inch guide wire progressed distally through the CxA and placed inside the artery. After the proximal end of the guide wire passed through the eye of LS noose, excessive part was withdrawn back into the snare catheter and slipped forward over the wire. Inside the guiding catheter, LS slipped forward over the fixed guide wire until it reaches the proximal end of the stuck stent. LS noose was re-opened wide 5 mm proximal to the stent by simply progressing the snare wire forwardly inside the fixed snare catheter. After a few attempt, the proximal end of the stent was caught by the noose of the LS. Catheter of the LS was progressed to reduce the size of the noose and also by the help of the 0.014 inch guide wire, the stent was clutched and secured. All of the equipment, consisting of the 0.014 inch guide wire, LS catheter and the gripped stuck stent were pulled back into the guiding catheter (Fig 2). And finally, the 7F guiding catheter was then withdrawn out through the 7F femoral sheath (Fig 3).

Another guiding catheter was placed to the left main coronary
ostium and the lesion was passed distally by another 0.014 inch guide wire again. After the pre-dilatation by balloon (2.0 mm x 20 mm) twice, a stent (2.5 mm x 28 mm) was successfully implanted inside the lesion. After the procedure, TIMI flow grade 3 in the occluded CxA was achieved (Fig 4). All the procedure, including the initial withdrawal of the stuck stent and the second attempt of PCI took 46 minutes.

Discussion

Regarding the coronary stenting procedure, there are many complications including stent loss, stent damage, stent migration, balloon rupture, balloon shaft fracture, coronary artery damage and device entrapment [1,2]. One of the serious, rare and life-threatening complications during PCI is stuck of unopened stent in the coronary arteries. This potential complication can cause coronary occlusion and thrombosis, myocardial infarction, systemic embolization and even death during this treatment procedure [1,4,5]. Factors predisposing to the stent entrapment include calcification and long lesion, lack or inadequate pre-dilatation of lesion, angulated and tortuous vessel, manually crimped stents, repeated forth and back movements while trying to cross lesion, and lack of guiding catheter support [2]. However, the incidence of stuck stent and subsequent stent loss during coronary stenting procedure has decreased due to the remarkable improvement of the stent and stent delivery systems [6,7]. Its incidence reported 0.32-8.3% in the present studies [1,8].

Different maneuvers including “proximal grab”, “distal wire grab”, “coaxial snare”, “lateral grasp”, guide wire as a snare”, “hairpin trap”, “two-wire”, “small balloon catheter” techniques and different device including “stone retrieval baskets/dormia baskets”, “intravascular retrieval forceps”, “biliary or myocardial biopsy forceps”, “loop snare”, “a new device for removal of vascular stents (no named)” were developed to salvage the entrapped, mispositioned or embolized foreign body [9,10]. As the simplest solution of stuck stent, repositioning of the stent or embedding of the unopened stent with the help of another stent into the coronary arterial wall is recommended [3]. In this case, withdrawal of the stent was planned firstly as it was stuck inside the proximal CxA lesion. For this purpose, LS, which is designed and is one of the frequently used devices was used [2]. LS is made of a steel wire and nitinol catheter carrying the wire. At the end of the wire, a noose which is designed 90 degrees of angle with its wire is present to facilitate the grasping of the targeted object. There are different types of snares exist with the noose diameters varying from 2 mm to 35 mm [3,9].

Stent removal using LS is achieved in two ways. In the first way, LS is direct approaches forward through the guiding catheter without using a guiding catheter. In the second way of this case, LS noose is progressed over the 0.014 inch guide wire inside the guiding catheter, providing support and interventional precision with more accurate and refined approximation up to the stent. We had two major troubles. Firstly, due to weak radial and longitudinal support of the 0.014 inch guide wire, the LS could hardly be progressed through the guiding catheter over the wire. For the prevention of kinking and breaking of the guide wire, the progression was made slowly and carefully. Harder wires can support better. Secondly, due to again lack of enough support of the guide wire, catching the stuck stent with LS noose was not easy. LS was either misplaced along the side of the stent causing rebound of the guiding catheter and guide wire. Another trouble which we haven’t had could be the inability to withdraw the LS, guide wire and stent trio back inside the guiding catheter. Contrary to our performance, withdrawal maneuver is recommended at level iliac artery to prevent lethal complications due to stent embolii [11]. Using guiding catheter with larger calibers, picking the stuck stent just at the tip and providing the exact longitudinal alignment of the stent and the catheter can facilitate the procedure.

As a conclusion, stuck stent during PCI can cause complications like acute coronary syndrome, progression to the coronary artery bypass surgery and death. It is curable and various methods exist. Each patient must be evaluated individually. Depending on the operator experience and interventional laboratory equipment, safer, shorter and less risky treatment method should be chosen.
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